
Temple Longhorn Riding Club 
 

General Show Rules & Regulations 
 
Temple Longhorn Riding Club is not responsible for accidents.  Ride and play at your own 
risk.  Ride at your own risk WARNING: Under Texas law (Chapter 87, Civil Practice and 
Remedies Code), an equine professional is not liable for an injury to or the death of  a 
participant in equine activities resulting from the inherent risks of  equine activities. 
 

The purpose of  a playday at Temple Longhorn Riding Club is to provide:  
1) Meaningful, professional quality, horseshow competition for the average horse owning 

family at a affordable price.  

2) A system where exhibitors may compete for such recognition of  achievement.  

3) To promote Horsemanship, Sportsmanship, and Citizenship.  

4) To promote friendship, through competition; among TLRC and non-Association 
members.  

 

AGE GROUPS: 
Assisted  - All ages(lead-line)  
6 yrs  & under unassisted  
7 yrs – 9 yrs 
10 yrs - 12 yr s   
13 yrs – 17 yrs  
18 yrs  & over 
Age determined by January 1st of  current year. 
 

POINT SYSTEM: (EXCLUDING ASSISTED)  
1st- 6 points  
2nd- 5 points 
3rd-4 points  
4th- 3 points  
5th-2 points  
6th-1 point  
Points to be awarded to only payed nomination exhibitioners, and start from 1st playday that 
nomination fees were paid upon.  
 

PAYOUT: 
1-5 riders 100% 
6-10 riders 60%, 40% 
11-15 riders 50%, 30%, 20% 
16-20 riders 40%, 30%, 20%, 10% 
 
ENTRY FEES: 

1) $8.00 per event (cloverleaf  barrels, straight-away barrels, pole bending, speed race, 
flag race, stakes race). 

2) $4.00 per exhibition or 3 for $10.00 for barrels and poles only.  There is a 60 second 
time limit per exhibition or another exhibition fee will be charged. 



 
STANDARD TLRC PAYMENT REGULATIONS:  

1) There will be no refunds once you sign up.  The only exception is if  the horse and/or rider 
become injured, upon which a refund will be given for any events that have not been 
completed.   

2) You MUST pay at the time of  sign up.  No exceptions will be given. 
3) There will be a $30.00 charge for all returned checks.  Temple Longhorn Riding Club reserves 

the right to accept cash only from any person charged with NSF's in which points will be held 
until the bad check has been resolved. 

4) “Pay it Forward” payments have to be made at the Show immediately prior to the missed 
show.  

 
GENERAL RULES:  

 Negative coggins must be provided on every horse brought onto premises.  No exceptions.  
Coggins papers must be shown and verified or on file with club Secretary, in order to receive 
a signup sheet. 

 All positions for speed events will be on a first come basis.  

 Announcer will call each contestant 3 times.  If  the contestant is not at the gate and ready, 
they will be scratched from that event and no refund will be disbursed.  This includes 
exhibitions as well.   

 No person will be allowed to compete in any one event more than one time per show.   

 Switching of  horses will be permitted during events; the points go toward the rider, not the 
horse.  Re-ride must be on the same horse unless approved by arena director.   

 No one is allowed to warm up his/her horse in the arena after the show starts, or while the 
tractor is in the arena.  If  you do, you will be asked to leave the arena. 

 There will be an arena drag every five riders listed on the time sheets, with alteration at the 
discretion of  the Playday Chair, according to arena conditions.  

 No running the horse before entering the alleyway.  The horse must be under control and not 
running full speed before it enters or exits the alleyway.  

 Any undue punishment or abuse to any horse may be cause for removal from the grounds.  
First time is a warning; second time is disqualification for the day without refund.   

 Temple Longhorn Riding Club has the right to ask for proof  of  age. 

 Designated people in the arena: No one except those designated by the arena director will be 
allow in the arena 

  There will be no parking beside the concession stand.  You may park on the other side of  the 
arena and drive around the arena when leaving.  There will be areas taped off, no parking will 
be allowed in these areas for horses and horse safety, as well as spectators. 

 There will be no running on the premises of  the arena and designated areas.  Riders will be 
asked to dismount and leave.  This is for rider and horse safety, as well as spectators. 

 Contestant must be in good standing in order for points to count toward awards.  For 
example, if  a contestant enters the first show but does not pay his/her nomination the points 
will not count for that show.  You MUST pay your nomination BEFORE you ride in order for 
points to count for series end awards.  

 No glass containers and no alcohol allowed on premises.  

 Time starts and stops when the horse nose reaches the timer line. 

 Option of  gate closed is up to parent to do so. 
 

Assisted rules:  
1) All contestants of  any age are welcomed to participate in the assisted class.   
2) The assistant may walk or run thru the event, but the horse must break the time at the start and 

finish line.  An additional assistant is optional to help steady saddle seat. 
3) Assisted classes will not need tie-breakers for all the qualified riders will receive a year end 

award. 



 

“Pay it Forward” rules: 
1)The purpose of  “pay it forward” is for a series participant to use their times from the current 

show to also be used for the next prescheduled missed show. (This is only for in the event 
that the participant knows at the current show that they will miss the very next show for some 
reason. Not for past missed shows.)  

2)Participants will have to pay for the missed show in full at the current show and mark to have 
times carried to the next show. (Once a participants elects to “pay it forward” it cannot be 
reversed, Times from the current show will be carried to the next show even if  the participant 
rides at the next show.) 

3) Participants can only “pay it forward” one at a time. (Cannot pay for more than one show to 
have times carried forward for at any single show) 

 
 
CONDUCT: 

Contestants and their family shall not use abusive profane language, consume alcoholic 
beverages, display disorderly conduct, abuse, mistreat or cause injury to any animal, member or 
non-member on club property or during club functions.  No member should speak in a negative, 
derogatory, sarcastic, hateful, vengeful manner against another member or non-member. Any 
person who misbehaves will be asked to leave the property and depending on the severity of  rule 
breaking may be asked to never return. 
 
GENERAL DISQUALIFACTIONS: 

1) Cheating or attempting to cheat.  The attempt to fix, threaten, bribe, or harass the judges at 
any time between opening and closing dates of  the playday, in or out of  the arena.  

2) Conduct of  speech of  any kind detrimental to the sport of  rodeo in or out of  the arena, 
including profanity, consuming alcohol during club sponsored events, fighting/ quarreling, 
vandalism, and theft, mistreatment of  stock or being boisterous.  

3) If  a contestant's parents or family cause any unnecessary disturbances, such as quarreling 
with officials, consuming alcohol and etc at the playday.   
 

 
RE-RUNS: 

1)    No rerun will be given due to faulty or broken equipment furnished by contestant. 
2) The battery digital clock will be the first backup time and digital hand-held watch to be 

second backup time. When both the digital clocks malfunction and no time was recorded 
from digital watch, contestant will be given a rerun at a time designated by the Judges and 
Arena Director, plus any penalties. 

3)    Contestants will carry any penalties with them if  they are granted a rerun. If  the barrel racing 
is moved, postponed or rerun for safety reasons due to ground conditions, reruns will be 
penalty free. 

 
AWARDS:  

1) In order to qualify for series awards, you must participate 5 out of  the 6 events and must 
attend 7 out of  the 8 playdays.    

2) Awards will be determined per series.  
 
DRESS CODE:  

1) Long pants are required for all events, including assisted.  
2) Sleeveless shirts are permitted, no spaghetti straps or halter-tops.  
3) Western boots or riding shoes only, including assisted.  
4) Dress code does not apply to the arena workers, only contestants 

 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS: 



1) Board of  Directors has the power to act on rules that are not being followed even, without 
written complaint from a member.   

2) Boards of  Directors have the authority to stop anyone from participating in any show or 
event, which in their estimation, is acting with UN-sportsmanlike conduct.  This includes 
unnecessary cruelty to any horse.   

 
PROTEST:  
The Sergeant of  Arms decision is final.  This being the rule, there should never be a dispute.  
However, if  there is a dispute, the following procedure will be followed:  
A protest fee of  $50 will be charged for all complaints.  Money (cash or check) must be given to the 
Treasurer PRIOR to the issue being addressed with the Board of  Directors and Sergeant of  Arms. If  
questions are raised during the show that is not covered in the rules, the Board of  Directors and 
Sergeant of  Arms will make the final decision.  If  found in favor of  person filing the complaint then 
money will be refunded, if  not in favor  filer then money will be kept  and applied  towards awards.  
 
 

 



 

POLE BENDING: 
Pattern: 

1) Pattern displayed below. 
2) The time starts when contestant crosses the starting line and stops when the contestant has 

completed the pattern and crosses the starting line out of  arena. 
 
Penalties:  A five (5) second penalty for each pole knocked over. 
 
Disqualification & "No Time": 

1) Contestant breaks pattern 
2)Contestant does not remain mounted for entire run. 
3) Break of  forward motion 
4)Contestant crosses starting line prior to finishing pattern (broke timer). 

 
 

Pol e bending

21’

ALL PATTERN SPACINGS ARE SETUP BASED ON ARENA SIZE

 
 



CLOVERLEAF BARREL RACE: 
Pattern: 

1) Pattern displayed below. 
2) The time starts when contestant crosses the starting line and stops when the contestant has 

completed the pattern and crosses the starting line out of  arena. 
 
Penalties:  A five (5) second penalty for each barrel knocked over (If  a contestant knocks over a 
barrel and it stands up again on its other end, it will be the same as knocking it over). 
 
Disqualification & "No Time": 

1) Contestant breaks pattern 
2) Contestant does not remain mounted for entire run. 
3) Break of  forward motion 
4) Contestant crosses starting line prior to finishing pattern (broke timer). 

 

Cl over l eaf  barrel s

ALL PATTERN SPACINGS ARE SETUP BASED ON ARENA SIZE

 
 



 
 
STRAIGHT AWAY BARRELS: 
Pattern: 

1) Pattern displayed below. 
2) The time starts when contestant crosses the starting line and stops when the contestant has 

completed the pattern and crosses the starting line out of  arena. 
 
Penalties:  A five (5) second penalty for each barrel knocked over (If  a contestant knocks over a 
barrel and it stands up again on its other end, it will be the same as knocking it over). 
 
Disqualification & "No Time": 

1) Contestant breaks pattern 
2) Contestant does not remain mounted for entire run. 
3) Break of  forward motion 
4) Contestant crosses starting line prior to finishing pattern (broke timer). 

 
      



50’ 

Temple Longhor n Riding ClubSt raight  away barrel s

ALL PATTERN SPACINGS ARE SETUP BASED ON ARENA SIZE

 
 

 
 
SPEED RACE: 
Pattern: 

1) Pattern displayed below. 
2) The time starts when contestant crosses the starting line and stops when the contestant has 

completed the pattern and crosses the starting line out of  arena. 
 
Penalties:   
 
Disqualification & "No Time": 

1) Circle barrel more than once 
2) Knocks barrel over 
3) Contestant does not remain mounted for entire run. 
4) Break of  forward motion 
5) Contestant crosses starting line prior to finishing pattern (broke timer). 



6) Break of  pattern 
 

 

SPEED RACESpeedrace

ALL PATTERN SPACINGS ARE SETUP BASED ON ARENA SIZE

 

 
 
FLAG RACE: 
Pattern: 

1) Pattern displayed below. 
2) The time starts when contestant crosses the starting line and stops when the contestant has 

completed the pattern and crosses the starting line out of  arena. 
3) A 55 gallon barrel will be place approximately 135’ from timer as a base for the flag bucket to 

sit on, Flag must be placed right side up in the bucket filled with sand within 2 inched of  the 
top, Flag must be centered in bucket after each contestant finishes. 

4) Rider may circle the barrel more than once to get the flag. 
 
Penalties:   
 



Disqualification & "No Time": 
1) Contestant does not remain mounted for entire run. 
2) Break of  forward motion 
3) Contestant crosses starting line prior to finishing pattern (broke timer). 
4) Break of  pattern 
5) Knocks barrel or bucket over 
6) Failure to grab or dropping of  the flag. 
7) Flag used as a quirt or whip on horse 

  

Flag RaceFl ag race

ALL PATTERN SPACINGS ARE SETUP BASED ON ARENA SIZE

 
 

 
 
STAKES RACE: 
Pattern: 

1) Pattern displayed below. 
2) The time starts when contestant crosses the center markers and stops when the contestant 

has completed a figure eight pattern and crosses the center markers for the last time. 
 
Penalties:   
 
Disqualification & "No Time": 

1) Contestant breaks pattern 



2) Contestant does not remain mounted for entire run. 
3) Break of  forward motion 
4) Contestant crosses starting line prior to finishing pattern (broke timer). 
5) Knocking over a pole or markers. 
6) Failure to start and finish between the centers markers. 

 
 

PATTERN CAN BE RAN FROM THE LEFT OR THE RIGHT 



 

KEYHOLE RACE: 
Pattern: 

1) Pattern displayed below: 
a. A “keyhole” shape is marked with a white powder (usually flour or powdered chalk), 

Can also use cones or poles set pattern. 
b. Contestant enters the keyhole then turns inside the bulb of  the keyhole without 

stepping over the line poured   (or knocking over a cone or pole) and exits thru the key 
hole. 

2) The time starts when contestant crosses the starting line and stops when the contestant has 
completed the pattern and crosses the starting line out of  arena. 

 
Penalties:   
 
Disqualification & "No Time": 

1) Contestant breaks pattern 
2) Contestant does not remain mounted for entire run. 
3) Break of  forward motion 
4) Contestant crosses starting line prior to finishing pattern (broke timer). 
5) Crossing pattern marker (or knocking over a pole or markers). 

 

keyhol e

4’

ALL PATTERN SPACINGS ARE SETUP BASED ON ARENA SIZE

10’

20’

 
 



 
 
BIG T RACE: 
Pattern: 

1) Pattern displayed below: 
2) The time starts when contestant crosses the starting line and stops when the contestant has 

completed the pattern and crosses the starting line out of  arena. 
 
Penalties:  A five (5) second penalty for each barrel knocked over (If  a contestant knocks over a 
barrel and it stands up again on its other end, it will be the same as knocking it over). 
 
Disqualification & "No Time": 

1) Contestant breaks pattern 
2) Contestant does not remain mounted for entire run. 
3) Break of  forward motion 
4) Contestant crosses starting line prior to finishing pattern (broke timer). 

 
 
 



Big “t ”

ALL PATTERN SPACINGS ARE SETUP BASED ON ARENA SIZE

 
 

BASEBALL RACE: 
Pattern: 

1) Pattern displayed below. 
2) The time starts when contestant crosses the starting line and stops when the contestant has 

completed the pattern and crosses the starting line out of  arena. 
3) A 55 gallon barrel will be place approximately 135’ from timer as a base for the baseball 

bucket to sit on, baseball must be placed in the center of  the bucket filled with sand within 2 
inched of  the top. Contestant must hold the baseball in hand thru pattern. 

4) Rider may circle the barrel more than once to get the baseball. 
5) Then deposit the baseball in the other barrel in the arena. 

 
Penalties:   
 
Disqualification & "No Time": 

1) Contestant does not remain mounted for entire run. 
2) Break of  forward motion 



3) Contestant crosses starting line prior to finishing pattern (broke timer). 
4) Break of  pattern 
5) Knocks barrel or bucket over 
6) Failure to grab or dropping of  the baseball. 
7) Failure to carry baseball in hand thru pattern. 
8)  Failure to get baseball in barrel. 

Baseball Race
Basebal l  race

ALL PATTERN SPACINGS ARE SETUP BASED ON ARENA SIZE

 
 



DOUBLE BARREL FLAG RACE: 
Pattern: 

1) Pattern displayed below. 
2) The time starts when contestant crosses the starting line and stops when the contestant has 

completed the pattern and crosses the starting line out of  arena. 
3) A 55 gallon barrel will be place approximately 135’ from timer as a base for the flag bucket to 

sit on, flag must be placed in the center of  the bucket filled with sand within 2 inched of  the 
top. Contestant must hold the flag in hand thru pattern. 

4) Rider may circle the barrel more than once to get the flag. 
5) Then place the flag in the other flag bucket filled with sand on top of  a 55 gallon barrel in the 

arena. Flag must stay in upright position. 
 
Penalties:   
 
Disqualification & "No Time": 

1) Contestant does not remain mounted for entire run. 
2) Break of  forward motion 
3) Contestant crosses starting line prior to finishing pattern (broke timer). 
4) Break of  pattern 
5) Knocks barrel or bucket over 
6) Failure to grab or dropping of  the flag. 
7) Failure to carry the flag in hand thru pattern. 
8)  Failure to get or keep flag in bucket. 
9) Flag used as a quirt or whip on horse 

Double Flag RaceDoubl e f l ag race

Timer Line

Pattern may be run from the left or the right.

180’ 180’

90’

ALL PATTERN SPACINGS ARE SETUP BASED ON ARENA SIZE

 



 
 
Goat Slapping (ages 6&under): 
Pattern: 

1) Pattern displayed below. 
a. Goat will be staked approx 135’ from starting line 
b. Goat will be on an approx 8’ rope. 
c. Goat will be held for the entire time. 
d. Contestant will get off  the horse, touch/slap the goat and run past the judge. 
e. Contestant may be help down from their horse. 
f. Same goat may be used for all goat slapping contestants. 

2) The time starts when contestant crosses the starting line and stops when the contestant runs 
past the judge. 

 
 
Penalties:   
 
Disqualification & "No Time": 

1) Contestant crosses starting line prior to finishing pattern (broke timer). 
2) Break of  pattern 

 



Timer Line

On horse

On foot

GOAT SLAPPING

 
 
 

 
GOAT TYING (AGES 7&UP)  
  Pattern: 

1) Pattern displayed below. 
a. Goat will be staked (stake will be driven so that it is not visible) approx 135’ from 

starting line 
b. Goat will be on a approx 10’ rope. 
c. Goat is to be held at the end of  the rope facing the starting line (when flag is dropped). 
d. Contestant must be mounted on a horse and must ride from starting line to goat, 

dismount, throw goat by hand and tie any 3 feet together with leather string or pigging 
string and stand clear of  goat. 

e. Goat must remain tied for at least 5 seconds 
f. Legs must be crossed and tied (one or more wraps, a half  hitch, or tied) to qualify as a 

legal tie.  
g. Goat is to be changed after every five (5) contestants run.  When less than five (5) 

contestants are in any performance, the same goat will be used in the next 
performance until that goat has been used five (5) times.   

2) The time starts when contestant crosses the starting line and stops when the judge signals 



the completion of  the tie. 
 

Penalties:  Contestant will receive a ten (10) second penalty if  horse hits the goat and/or the goat 
rope while contestant is still mounted.  Contestant is considered mounted until both feet are on the 
ground. 
                    
Disqualification & "No Time": 

1) If  the goat does not remain tied for five (5) seconds. 
2) If  the goat breaks loose from stake, contestant may receive a No Time or a Re-Run at the 

judge’s discretion. 
3) If  the tie is ruled illegal as stated in rule 3 under "Contestants". 
4) Contestant must step away from the goat before qualifying time starts (5 seconds) 
5) Once a contestant has signaled their tie complete, he or she may not again touch   the tie or 

the goat. Any attempt to enhance competitive opportunity after signaling for time will result 
in disqualification. 

 

Timer Line

On horse

On foot

GOAT TYING

 


